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Cleaning Up “Sloppy Science”
Franca Bianchini1
1

and Sherryl Sundell2

to investigate images in greater detail. Two of us proved to

Editorial Office

be quite good at this: the two first authors on our ISMTE 2017

International Journal of Cancer

poster. We had already publicized our quality control policy

2

in our author instructions and, in accordance with our pub-

Managing Editor

International Journal of Cancer

lisher, endorsed the CLIP principles.1
To recap the data presented in our poster: During a

Editors’ Note: Franca Bianchini and Sherryl Sundell won first

10-month period, 107 papers containing gels and blots, mi-

place in the ISMTE North American poster competition. See

croscopic images, or other figures prone to manipulation

their winning poster at the end of this article.

were checked. This represents about 25% of papers accepted
for publication in that period. The most common errors found

The term “sloppy science” struck a chord when we first

were related to copy and paste, magnification, and nonlinear

heard it during a presentation at the European Association

adjustments. The procedure was time consuming; the average

of Science Editors (EASE) meeting in Strasbourg, France, in

checking time per image being two minutes (consider that

June of 2016 and has been ringing in our ears ever since.

some papers might have 50 images or more). Additional time

Interestingly, we were just about to launch a project on

had to be spent rechecking images after authors had modi-

image integrity at our journal to try and help further the

fied them. Of course the process was much slower at the

general cause of credibility and reproducibility in the sci-

beginning, but improved over time; we can say that after

entific literature. Thus, the additional insight was very

three months we felt proficient in the procedure, such that we

motivating at that time.

were even able to train yet another person for the task (our

Our project of checking images in all papers ready for

third poster author).

acceptance was modeled on procedures at other journals,

Image integrity issues were found in approximately one

such as J Cell Biol, the EMBO journals, the American Gas-

third of checked manuscripts (38 out of 107), and half of

troenterological Association, and the American Physio-

them were submitted from Asia, representing about 40% of

logical Society, to name those we were aware of at that

those checked from Asian countries (19 out of 49), compared

time. We also took advantage of the insight from the

to about 30% for Europe (12 out of 37) and North America

newly prepared ISMTE education committee resources on

(5 out of 16). The errors found were almost exclusively at-

image integrity (http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.ismte.org/

tributable to inaccuracies in preparing the manuscripts: 25

resource/resmgr/docs/Image_Manipulation-Resources.pdf);

papers contained copy & paste errors, 16 contained magni-

one of us (Sherryl Sundell) was privileged to contribute to that

fication errors, and only 5 contained nonlinear adjustments.

too. Importantly, one main objective of our project was to

Once informed, the authors were very keen to correct their

properly collect data and conduct it as befitting of the best

mistakes and submit modified figures, showing high com-

practices we expect from our authors in the research they

pliance with the new process.

conduct and then want to publish in our journal. Our study had
several goals:
- Determine whether such checking was feasible on a
routine basis
- Evaluate the time and personnel needed for such
a task
- Consider the feedback from the authors concerned

The procedure in place at our journal seems to overcome
problems of sloppy science, at least as far as images are
concerned, which after publication might have been
screened by readers and required us to check possible
allegations of misconduct. We believe the number of alerts
about potential misconduct will be reduced (indeed, we
hope to have put Clare Francis out of a job!), saving us
time in the future and also increasing the reputation of

In preparation for launching the project, all the office staff

our journal. One open issue is still to evaluate whether the

and some of our editors participated in a workshop to learn

authors “learned” and will avoid these errors in their future

more about identifying problems in those types of images

submissions.

prone to manipulation—of which there are many in our

We invite you to have another look at our poster, which

cancer research journal—and how to use the available tools

presents more detail and also features a short video
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(accessible via QR code) demonstrating how we do

the resulting poster. We also thank them for their input and

things.

comments on this article.
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